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How to complete this pre-work
1.What you learn here will form the basis for discussion 

during the live session, making it more interactive and 
deepening new tutors’ understanding. 

2.You will need this pdf full packet of information and 
visuals to accompany the pre-work and the live session 

3.When you see a volume symbol,       read the presenter 
notes for that slide to get the written version of the 
narrator (audio listening functionality is not active yet)

4.Take the quiz as you go, leaving it open for the 
succession of topics, rather than all at the end. Here’s 
the link: https://harvard.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bIu3pVpKvwsBvMx

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NAzx49bHharKZ21fnRGONtG7m-ZRED7_/view?usp=sharing
https://harvard.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bIu3pVpKvwsBvMx
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1V76LHOOVOW3tQDfvjkrgNnJRVQYsSQlq/view


The Pygmalion Effect and Understanding Your 
Student Using the Asset Based Approach

Definition:

▶The Pygmalion Effect refers to situations in which some 

students perform better than other students simply because 

they are expected to do so.  



The Pygmalion Effect and Understanding Your 
Student Using the Asset Based Approach

Objective:

▶Understand the connection between expectations and 

performance



The Pygmalion Effect and Understanding Your 
Student Using the Asset Based Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/xQ6wr6vRfGo?rel=0&autoplay=1" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>www.youtube.com/embed/xQ6wr6vRfGo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTghEXKNj7g


The Pygmalion Effect and Understanding Your 
Student Using the Asset Based Approach

Something to Ponder
A student will rise to the expectations that are set for 
them. As a tutor, you must hold each student to high 
expectations, regardless of your preconceived notions of 
their ability. 
▶Can you think of a time when you met someone 

expectations of you?
▶Were they high expectations?
▶How did that make you feel?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider how the Pygmalion effect can impact your role as a tutor. 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1K1WqnJkDKTWzUiUbgOz97kgYryZ2EQC7/view


The Pygmalion Effect and Understanding Your 
Student Using the Asset Based Approach

Definition:
▶The Asset Based Approach is used to understand students 

from a lens of abundance, not deficit. For example, you 
should not think “What are the problems and how can I fix 
them?”. Instead you should approach a student thinking 
“What are the strengths and how can I build on them?



The Pygmalion Effect and Understanding Your 
Student Using the Asset Based Approach

Objective:
▶Approach a student’s learning journey by identifying their 

assets, not their deficits
▶Be able to recognize a student’s internal and external 

assets



The Pygmalion Effect and Understanding Your 
Student Using the Asset Based Approach

Take a look at worksheet entitled “40 Developmental 
Assets for Middle Childhood”. As you look at this list, think 
about the following:
▶What assets do you think helped you get to a four year

college?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Search Institute Identified 40 Developmental Assets for Middle Childhood, that help young people grow up healthy, caring, and responsible. The idea is that the more assets that a young person has, the more likely they are to succeed in our society. Internal assets are things inside of you and external assets are things outside of you. For example Integrity is an internal asset, while Family support is an external asset.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1XNUpzRVPQ-j-0IP__5l7kQFzS48Sbb7Y/view


The Pygmalion Effect and Understanding Your 
Student Using the Asset Based Approach

Key Takeaways
▶Tutor expectations can influence a student’s 

performance
▶Having a negative outlook on a young person and their 

community can be detrimental to their growth and 
development

▶When identifying assets, be sure to look for the positive, 
even if negative aspects are prevalent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, we discussed the Pygmalion Effect and the benefits of the asset based approach. In your work with students, remember, that your expectations can positively or negatively influence their performance and can impact their growth. Also, be sure to look for positive assets in their lives, even if negative assets are seemingly most prevalent 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1yz2zFWxuq5wCLdHsQ_rzHWlH4TRVkWvO/view


Scaffolding

Definition:

▶Scaffolding is process in which teachers model or 

demonstrate how to solve a problem and then step back, 

offering support as needed. 



Scaffolding

Objective:

▶Define scaffolding

▶Describe the “I do, We do, You do” teaching strategy

▶List and describe the four steps to scaffolding



Scaffolding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/IOMF06TJAO4?rel=0&autoplay=1;start=4" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>www.youtube.com/embed/IOMF06TJAO4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOMF06TJAO4


Scaffolding

Scaffolding uses four simple steps

1. Establish a baseline of understanding and knowledge

2. Help the student set goals for their learning

3. If the student is stuck, ask leading questions

4. Once the student has reached their learning goal(s), praise 
them for correct answers, but focus more praise on the 
process

http://drive.google.com/file/d/11Pf79IXLvyorxpL2N4d2iP_JP4K04l1U/view


Scaffolding

1. Establish a baseline of understanding and 
knowledge

▶Identify your student’s strengths and level of 
understanding in order to find a proper starting place for 
your scaffolding.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the teacher introduced the topic, she realized that some student had a clear understanding of the assignment, but others did not. By identifying the strengths of her students, she was able to accurately predict a starting point for her lesson.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1oazWKZO56AYDBPWYckhdwrZsp4O6hGRY/view


Scaffolding

2. Help the student set goals for their learning

▶Set clear expectations about the learning outcome and 

deliverables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our teacher showed the students an example of the final project to help the class understand the end goal and what they were expected to do at the end of the lesson.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/13wqCfYIADdpjBZUydPDz2K3Agl-Cka-T/view


Scaffolding

3. If the student is stuck, ask leading questions

▶Ask questions that will guide a student to the correct answer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the modeling section, our teacher asks her students question to help guide them to the correct answers. 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1LwtyHm9jGOjh8oWB4g14a_3BYLK_2Q4K/view


Scaffolding

4. Once the student has reached their learning goal(s), praise 
them for correct answers, but focus more praise on the process

▶ Emphasize the importance of following a process using tools, such as graphic 
organizers, to help students learn new material

▶ Create positive and uplifting learning environments to encourage students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the end of the lesson, our teacher provided each student with a  graphic organizer (worksheet) to emphasize the importance of the process in completing the assignment. Her positive nature creates a welcoming and conducive learning environment for her students.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1V76LHOOVOW3tQDfvjkrgNnJRVQYsSQlq/view


When we get scaffolding right…

…skills AND confidence grow.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal is not to get students to attain independence with skills well beyond their reach. That learning process would be frustrating and slow for both youth and knowledgeable other. Think of riding a bike or a video game that has just the right amount of challenge and intrinsic motivation. 



Scaffolding

Quiz Questions:
▶What are the four steps of scaffolding?
▶Describe the “I do, We do, You do” strategy.



Scaffolding

Something to Ponder
▶Can you think of a time when you were learning something 

new? How did your teacher teach you the new information? 
Did they utilize the “I do, We do You do” strategy? If not, do 
you think that would have been helpful?



Scaffolding

Key Takeaways
▶Scaffolding is a way to help students progress beyond their 

current understanding of the material without giving them 
the answer

▶ In order to scaffold, you must first determine the strengths 
and areas for improvement for each of your students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, we discussed how to scaffold students to bridge the gap between the known and the unknown. We also described the I do we do you do teaching strategy as a way to properly guide students while learning new information. It is important to remember that scaffolding builds independence in students and does not simply give them the answer. In addition, in order to successfully scaffold a student, you must first determine their strengths and baseline level of understanding

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1oGGxGZZXXKzDCHHq1TXuSIMAoBw7wZLf/view


Metacognition

Definition:

▶Metacognition is the awareness of the process of learning or 

“thinking about thinking”. It consists of monitoring your 

progress while you learn while also making changes and 

adapting strategies if you perceive that you are not doing so 

well.



Metacognition

Objective:

▶Define Metacognition

▶Describe three strategies to help a student develop 

metacognitive skills



Metacognition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/iXKy1El7nU0?rel=0&autoplay=1;start=6;end=113;" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXKy1El7nU0


Metacognition

Question
▶As a good student, what do you do? For example, what are 

some techniques that help you learn material or help you 
check yourself when you’re learning a new concept?



Metacognition

Answer
▶Good students commonly do the following:

▶Check to see if they’ve learned the material before moving on
▶Underline while reading
▶Take notes in the margins
▶Read difficult passages out loud
▶Take notes while watching instructional videos or lectures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these practices are metacognitive practices because they are ways of thinking about thinking. Each practice utilizes a different strategy to help a person learn a new concept. In a tutoring situation, it is important for a student to get the right answer, but it is equally important for the student to understand how they got their answer and to identify strategies that they used to get there.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1BpJ3enLc8HZ-r40CM4yadfGn0s37pp_4/view


Metacognition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/QkGiplxftYA?rel=0&autoplay=1;start=5;end=93;" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>https://www.youtube.com/embed/QkGiplxftYA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkGiplxftYA


Metacognition

Something to Ponder
▶How does the open door/closed door concept help a 

student think about their own thinking? 



Metacognition

Something to Ponder
▶ Imagine that you’re working with a student who is able to

easily solve a problem. You ask him how he knew the answer 
and he responds, “I just know.” How could you explain 
metacognition to him and what strategy would you use to 
help him understand his own thought process.

▶On the flip side, imagine that you’re working with student 
who insists on doing all of the work in their head and is 
struggling to get the correct answer. How would you assist 
this student?

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1rmrqycwT6YnA7cbGsIK7tRDu4UIehwAL/view


Metacognition

Key Takeaways
▶Metacognition is “thinking about thinking”
▶Students should be equipped with multiple metacognitive 

strategies to help them figure out all types of problems. If 
one strategy doesn’t work with a particular student, be 
prepared to try another. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IN this section, we discussed metacognition and the importance of getting a student to think about how they think. In your work with students, remember that having multiple metacognition strategies will allow a student to engage deeply with his or her own though processes. This will help them become comfortable using these techniques and transferring them into new learning situations. 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1250UmxmHuT6T6KSl1SYrJNvuWFCPjvrn/view


Intuition meets Restorative Practices

▶As a tutor, you will be responsible for managing young people in 

order to create a safe, fun, and effective learning environment. The 

purpose of restorative practices is to be able to build a strong 

community where all students feel welcomed and cared for by one 

another, even if harm occurs. In a restorative community, members 

are viewed for their holistic selves. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a tutor, you will be responsible for managing young people in order to create a safe, fun, and effective learning environment. The purpose of restorative practices is to be able to build a strong community where all students feel welcomed and cared for by one another, even if harm occurs. In a restorative community, members are viewed for their holistic selves. 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1njD1NbyYj79JHAUDNo-En7F5PeSNoiVP/view


Intuition meets Restorative Practices

▶Consider the following:

▶How did my school at x age build both 

community and belonging?

▶How did adults in my early life talk about 

good vs. bad behavior? (on quiz)



Tiers of Holistic Leadership Framework

➔ -A majority of our time and effort should be spent 
towards building community 

➔ -Healthy relationships are the key to any restorative 
environment

➔ -If we invest in building relationships amongst all 
members of our community we can prevent 
situations where challenging behaviors will occur

http://drive.google.com/file/d/15w1jgZZs2t01hnHzQz18MJsLzDACRLG2/view
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1IyO8u1Yr7-dl51qeX8fUcm9if0o0wrJw/view


Four broad categories of underlying causes of 
Misbehavior

➔ -fear of failure
➔ -need for power
➔ -need for revenge (something bad happened 

and they are striking out at you even though 
you have nothing to do with it)

➔ -need for attention (only know how to get neg. 
attention)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 4 root causes of misbehavior help us unpack where actions students take may be coming from. This helps us to depersonalize our feelings to communicate for the child’s benefit  in-the-moment AND make a longer-term plan with colleagues to address the core social-emotional growth points the student needs.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1y_jox1jG2tfLcwTB8h-Pc8aowTEh-e3A/view


Presenter
Presentation Notes
As these tips show, we may not be able to solve each misbehavior every time, but they give us insight to prevent and address with social-emotional growth of students in mind. Which of these were you taught implicitly or explicitly? Which have you learned by working with youth so far? 



“From Holistic Leadership and Restorative Ecosystem” on 
page 10
1. Challenging behaviors signal lack of SEL skills
2. Authentic relationships and cultural competence will 

help you get to the bottom of the iceberg. Youth who 
are less comfortable with you will show 

3. Empathetic listening to recognize root of action allows 
mindful response

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1MBPI-0E_PYwguvYa9SThZEUrK3qTButU/view


SEL Teachable Moments

Watch this video 

In the live session, you will be getting 
into partners to demonstrate SEL 
Teachable Moments Language. In 
demonstrating, consider language 
such as:

1. “Here’s what I noticed... did you 
notice that?”

2. “I feel…” statement, then a behavior 
to “start” 

3. “You did...” or “Let’s plan to reach... 
‘SEL goal’.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lC6KTPnOEI&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=SecondStep

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lC6KTPnOEI


http://drive.google.com/file/d/1FiteCoVRxp1zh241mWpFMAgKYhcH3Qyv/view


What about SEL Teachable Moments needs 
clarification?

▶Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) is the process through 
which children and adults acquire and effectively apply
the knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to 
understand and  manage emotions, set and achieve 
positive goals, feel and show empathy for others,  establish 
and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible 
decisions.  
▶One of the most important things you can do as a tutor is 

remain clear, calm, and consistent.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1RjdlSgwLmpMTX33ppHM62_SjXUAFBCyJ/view


Restorative Justice

Something to Ponder
▶Think back to when you were the age of your students. In 

your classroom, did you feel capable, connected, and 
contributing? If not, how did you feel as a student? As a 
tutor, how can you help foster a sense of community 
between individual students?



Restorative Justice

Next Steps
▶ In the in-person training session, you will learn how to 

recognize underlying causes of challenging behaviors and 
the proper techniques to intervene after a challenging 
situation occurs.



PBHA-Wide Rules

Overview:

▶The PBHA-Wide rules are in place to ensure a safe and 

transformative experience for all students, families, tutors, 

and staff.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1DBHc67R4uli3CSaf8bubeSFMcM8Na7Y3/view


PBHA-Wide Rules

▶ Safety is everyone’s concern

▶ Children should never be unsupervised

▶ You should never be alone in a room with a child

▶ Communicate! If something happens, tell your director

▶ Always remember the mom rule. Ask yourself “If a student’s 

mother were here, would they approve of my actions as a tutor?”

http://drive.google.com/file/d/17i5umeXkyqvqdgQ4iWoXbiZbRHoznDrQ/view


Mandated Reporting

Overview:

▶As a tutor, you will have an opportunity to get to you know 

your students very well. Infrequently, you will encounter 

situations with your student that requires immediate 

attention and can result in a support request to the State 

Department of Children and Families.



Mandated Reporting

Physical Abuse Sexual Abuse Physical Neglect
• Inexplicable injuries • Early, overt sexual 

knowledge
• Extreme withdrawal

• Consistent hunger
• Poor hygiene
• Frequent absences 

from program

Signs of Abuse and Neglect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read from pg 32-33. �Voice-over: What are the signs of abuse and neglect? Physical abuse is usually indicated by injuries that the child tries to hide or cannot explain. Sexual abuse may be indicated by early, overt sexual knowledge or, at the opposite end ofthe spectrum, extreme withdrawal. Physical neglect may be indicated by consistent hunger, poor hygiene or frequent absencesfrom program.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1qzOHEUm-cvZbDWGstKg8q1mSMo4c3gjT/view


Mandated Reporting

If you suspect abuse:

1. If you encounter signs of abuse or neglect, make a record

2. Talk to your director (and no one else) about your suspicions

3. You and your director will work with PBHA professional staff to decide 
whether there is sufficient evidence to warrant a report to DCF 
(Department of Children and Families)

4. If a call is made, DCF will investigate and provide support to the family



Mandated Reporting

If your tutee tells you they are being abused or neglected

▶ Inform the child that you cannot keep the information a secret

▶ Don’t ask leading questions

▶ Don’t try to be a psychiatrist

▶ Affirm their feelings and emotions



Conclusion

Next Steps
▶Complete the Final Review and Input for live discussion 

at the end of the quiz: 
https://harvard.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bIu3pVp
KvwsBvMx

▶ Reach out to your director to confirm your training 
completion and to discuss logistics about beginning 
tutoring

▶If you have not yet registered, go to 
https://publicservice.fas.harvard.edu/tutor-certificate
or email sdc@pbha.org to sign up for a live Tutor 
Certificate date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Congratulations! You have completed part 1 of PBHA’s Tutor Certificate

https://harvard.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bIu3pVpKvwsBvMx
https://publicservice.fas.harvard.edu/tutor-certificate
mailto:sdc@pbha.org
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1J179uCZ_nh5jbKXI6g9Jdl9kdzckQEL2/view
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